VISION
A web based library management solution to enhance
the total library experience through value added
features and services.
The present times demand Library Management
System to deliver much more than operational
efficiency. It needs to create appreciable staff
satisfaction and delightful experience for the patrons
every time they interact with the system.
LIBSYS is committed to deliver value to the libraries
through its products. In-depth understanding of
library operations, implicit needs of the patrons and
dedicated R&D efforts have guided us to deliver high
quality products that have found wide acceptance
in the market space.
Taking a step further, LIBSYS 10 is poised to transform
the overall library experience through technological
innovations, refining the work-flows and accelerating
best library practices.

Circulation
LIBSYS 10 offers a new level of circulation
through integration with Biometric or RFID
technology. Besides the regular email reminders
to patrons, options are available for instant SMS
alerts and emails. Patrons can perform self
reservation and self renewal. Support for multilocation circulation through location based
checks and validations.

Library Simplified
ACQUISITION

We understand the challenges librarians face in managing
multi-location libraries. With LIBSYS 10, multi-location
libraries having centralized procurement can perform
hassle free operations like centralized ordering and
invoice processing with flexibility for location-wise
receiving. Online indenting and approval simplifies the
process.

CATALOGUING

The Cataloguer gets a new powerful tool
‘Net Cataloguing’ that allows searching of catalogues
of other libraries having Z39.50/ SRU-SRW/ OAI-PMH/
LIBSYS databases. Retrieved MARC 21/ MARC-XML records
can be edited and downloaded into LIBSYS 10. Cataloguer
works on a flexible MARC21 interface that provides quicktips as well as in-depth online ‘Help’ to make the task easy.
User defined iReports or AACR2 Cards provides the much
desired flexibility and localization to the library.

SERIALS
LIBSYS10 builds upon the widely appreciated
functional depth of serials control of earlier
versions with the inclusion of MARC21
interfaces. Handling of online journals to meet
changing subscription pattern of the libraries.
Option to scan the cover and contents page of
physical journals for publishing in OPAC.
Compliance to SICI-Barcode standard.

Reach Out
Web-OPAC

A contemporary and user friendly OPAC inspired by
Web/Lib 2.0 philosophy that emphasizes on meeting the
needs and aspirations of the Users rather than just
feeding information. Like, a suggestion list assists the
user in building a search strategy. Patrons get
comprehensive information through Table of Contents,
Summary, Annotations, Authors Notes which can be
further expanded through search links to ‘Google’,
‘WorldCat’, ‘BookFinder’ and ‘Google Scholar’.
‘Shelf Browse’ provides the patrons a window to peek on
titles available on shelf, nearby the searched book, which
definitely enhances their online library experience.
LIBSYS 10 encourages patrons to be more participative
through sharing reviews/ ratings on titles, emailing or
downloading information.

FEDERATED SEARCH

LIBSYS 10 leverages the power of Internet to perform
combined search on Z39.50, SRU/SRW and LIBSYS
databases. Patron has the freedom to choose the servers
to be included in the search.
Site-wise listing of search results with auto merging and
de-duplication. Extended Bibliographic details provide
rich information on each title. Federated Search is
capable of meeting the needs of most demanding
patrons.

Serving You
We deliver customer delight not only through the
features and performance of our software but also with
prompt and reliable services. LIBSYS has been
continuously evolving its Customer Support Group to
meet the growing needs of its users. In early 2009 we
launched our customer care Web portal ‘LSCC’.
All the users are encouraged to register their support
queries in ‘LSCC’ for fast response. They can track their
logged calls and also receive online solutions. Self help
features like FAQs and repository of Past Solutions
make ‘LSCC’ a user friendly portal.

Driven by an approach to build relationships
that are valued both in terms of duration and
quality, LIBSYS is fast expanding its support
network.
Besides its regional offices in the metros, now
resident support personnel have been placed in
second tier cities all over the country with an
aim to provide prompt and localized support.
User training is essential to derive true value
from the LMS.LIBSYS provides comprehensive
training to the end users to make them
comfortable with the software.
The training is provided in a phased manner,
both onsite and at LIBSYS training facilities.

We also under take special projects which include
multi-location library automation, RFID system
implementation, retrospective conversion,
digitalization and library design & architecture.
The projects are executed by specialized teams
comprising of experienced professionals from Library
and IT domains.
Our customer focused services also include consulting
to meet individual needs, organizing User meets and
providing regular software updates.

Expect More
LSPremia

A total web-based solution for integrating
independently operating multi-location libraries.

Libsys

LSEase

LMS derived from LIBSYS for libraries having limited
requirements. At an affordable price, it encapsulates all
the essential library functions.

LSmart

A complete RFID-EM-Hybrid solution to facilitate
library operations providing security and

LS Mirroring

A tool for ensuring 100% automatic, parallel and
real time back-up of LIBSYS database on a
secondary server.

Serving the library community from past 30 years with
a focus to deliver user friendly and technically sound
solutions. We take pride in being the pioneer for library
automation in India. Having served more than 3000
satisfied customers, both in India and internationally,
our products carry unmatched depth in functionality
augmented by reliable services. We understand the
changing needs of libraries and through synergistic
diversification we have maintained a competitive edge
in our product portfolio. LIBSYS 10 carries forward our
philosophy of performance with commitment.

LS Academia
ERP based solution for total automation of
academic institutes. Integrates all functional
areas ranging from Students, Academics, Fee,
Staff, Administration, and Assets etc. Provides
comprehensive analytical reports for the top
management.

LSnet
A virtual “Library of Libraries” facilitating a
platform for its subscribers to maintain and
share their personal collection of books, DVDs
etc. in a seamless manner.
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